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Canada, Vancouver

Thailand, Erawan Waterfall

Austria, Sankt Anton am Arlberg Village

Turkey, Istanbul

Ireland, Dublin

Madeira

Ukraine, Carpathian Mountains

Ukraine, Chernivtsi National University

Japan, Himeji

Jordan, Petra Archaeological City

Austrian Alps

Switzerland, Lauterbrunnen Valley

Tanzania, Tarangire National Park

Norway, Indal Forest Retreat

UAE, Ain Dubai Observation Wheel

USA, New York City's Central Park

Destinations

Welcome letter from Julia Nikolaenko, Executive Director, Fluix

Disclaimer
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Montenegro, Durmitor National Park 

Italy, Florence

Ukraine, Yaremche Village

UAE, Abu Dhabi

Russia, Altai in Southern Siberia

Ukraine, Opishne Museum of Ukrainian Pottery

Spain, Barcelona

Greece, Kefalonia's Myrtos Beach
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Every effort has been made for accuracy.  The 
authors, publishers, and contributors (and their 
associated businesses or organizations) take no 
responsibility for consequences or mishaps that 
may result from activities undertaken by the reader 
as a result of recommendations made in the travel 
book, nor are they responsible for any difficulties, 
inconveniences, injuries, illness, medical mishaps, 
or other physical issues related to the information 
and suggestions provided in this travel book. The 
information contained in this travel book is for 
diversionary/entertainment purposes only. 

Wherever you travel to, your personal safety is your 
responsibility. Before travelling, it is advisable to 
seek advice from reputable, official sources in your 
destination of choice, to determine what (if any) 
travel restrictions are in place in relation to 
COVID-19. Fluix, along with the authors, publishers, 

and contributors to/of this travel book (and their 
associated businesses or organizations) does not 
accept any responsibility or liability whatsoever for 
the personal travel plans of the reader, or for any 
consequences that the reader may incur before, 
during or after their travels.

To the best of the knowledge of the authors, 
publishers and contributors, all of the content 
contained in this travel book is up-to-date and 
correct. The authors, publishers and contributors 
make no representations, guarantees, or warranties 
of any kind, express or implied, about the 
completeness, accuracy, reliability, suitability or 
availability with respect to the travel book or its 
information, products, services, companies, or 
related graphics contained within, for any purpose. 
Any reliance you place on such information is 
therefore strictly at your own risk.

Welcome to the Fluix Travel Book!



Some sections of this travel book mention specific 
restaurants, activity providers and third-party 
companies. Neither Fluix, nor the authors, 
publishers and contributors to/of this travel book 
have any control over the nature, content, 
appropriateness, and availability of the websites, 
tours, shops, food, or experiences mentioned. The 
inclusion of any web links mentioned should not 
imply an endorsement of the views expressed 
within them. The authors, publishers and 
contributors of this travel book take no 
responsibility for, and will not be liable for, the web 
links or associated websites being temporarily 
unavailable due to technical issues beyond our 
control, or any mishaps occurring from such issues.

All brand, product or business names used in this 
travel book are trade names, service marks, 
trademarks, and registered trademarks of their 
respective owners. The authors, publishers and 
contributors to/of this travel book are not at all 

associated with any product, vendor, shop, tour, 
business or company mentioned in this travel 
book. None of the companies referenced within 
the travel book have officially endorsed or 
supported it in any way.

All copyrighted images featured in this travel book 
have been correctly accredited and linked back to 
their original sources where applicable to the very 
best of our knowledge, and they remain the 
property of their original creators.



Dear Fluix Family,

As we are wrapping up 2021, as always I’d like to take this opportunity and wish you all 
the very best this Holiday Season! It’s that time of the year when we reflect, give thanks 
for all the good things that happened this passing calendar year and come up with New 
Year resolutions. 

Of course, we all hope that 2022 will be an even better year, the world will continue to 
gradually open up and we’ll be back to travelling, experiencing new cultures, 
participating in offline events and enjoying family vacations with other people around us. 

Hence, our Holiday gift to you this time: draw some inspiration from these gorgeous 
locations around the globe and maybe even make plans to visit one or a couple of them. 

Happy Holidays, dear Fluix Friends and Customers. Stay healthy, enjoy every minute with 
your loved ones, experience lots of joy and happiness. We at Fluix cherish every day you 
get value from our product, stay loyal to us and continue encouraging us to become an 
even better product for you every year.
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This is a truly legendary spot for the 
Holiday Season! A total must-see even 
if you’re not that big of a fan of ‘Home 
Alone’ and many other winter-inspired 
Hollywood movies.

Not going to be particularly original 
here, but I would definitely recommend 
visiting Central Park and New York City 
overall in winter at least once in a 
lifetime. Gorgeous cityscape, the 
famous Central Park skating rink, 
snow-covered trees, myriads of 
sparkling lights and smiling strolling 
people… what’s better to get into a 
festive mood?!

https://fluix.io


Photo Credits: Shutterstock
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Ain Dubai - the largest Ferris wheel in 
the world. If you happen to love Ferris 
wheels like my wife and I, there is 
great news for you: just a couple of 
months ago, the largest one in the 
world opened in Dubai. Called ‘Ain 
Dubai’ (Dubai Eye), it is 250m tall and 
offers marvelous views of Dubai 
Marina and Jumeirah Palm Island. A 
single rotation is 38 minutes, and we 
enjoyed every second of it. Definitely 
recommend it!

https://fluix.io
https://www.aindubai.com/en
https://www.shutterstock.com/image-photo/bluewaters-island-ain-dubai-ferris-wheel-1870291891


Photo Credits: Andrian BudantsovPhoto Credits: Andrian Budantsov



Photo Credits: Indal Forest Retreat
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This is glamping at its best! Tucked into the forest, 
this forest retreat has it all. The yurt is an incredible 
30 square metres, built on a wooden foundation that 
sleeps two comfortably, but with enough room for two 
more if needed. Complete with a grill for do-it-yourself 
meals and a built-in mini oven for those chilly 
mornings and making that fresh pot of hot coffee, this 
is camping without the stress of having to set 
everything up yourself. No sleeping bags here, only a 
full-size double bed with enough pillows and blankets 
to keep everyone cozy and warm.

It's all about the peace and tranquillity here, the only 
sounds heard are those from the forest. 

There is an onsite sauna, outdoor shower, and wood-
fired bath, all with views of nearby Lake Mjøsa to 
complete the experience - truly a forest retreat indeed!

https://www.atea.com/
https://www.forestretreat.no/
https://www.forestretreat.no/


Photos Credits: Indal Forest Retreat

https://www.forestretreat.no/


Photo Credits: Sergey Hiznyak
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Tarangire National Park in Tanzania is 
not as famous as Serengeti (which is a 
common place to shoot National 
Geographic videos) but what is unique 
about Tarangire is its huge population 
of elephants and baobab trees.

https://fluix.io
https://www.tarangirenationalparks.com/


Photo Credits: Shutterstock
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Jordan usually is not the top pick of the 
region, especially if you are going for 
the Dead (go to Israel) or Red Seas (go 
to Egypt). But if you ever watched ‘The 
Last Crusade’ - you would know the 
location. Petra is a gigantic ancient city, 
much bigger than what you saw in the 
movie, and considered to be one of the 
new 7 Wonders of the World.

https://fluix.io
https://visitpetra.jo/
https://www.shutterstock.com/image-photo/al-khazneh-treasury-ancient-city-petra-533330035


Photo Credits: Shutterstock
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I had to wake up really early and show 
up 40 minutes before the gate opened 
(and still stood in a huge line!) but 
Himeji Castle was totally worth it.

https://fluix.io
https://www.shutterstock.com/image-photo/himeji-japan-castle-spring-season-776445706
https://www.japanvisitor.com/japan-city-guides/city-guide-himeji


Photo Credits: Dmytro Kovalenko
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If you’ve ever wondered where on Earth you can 
find an amazing wonderland that looks like it’s 
straight out of a fairy tale — magnificent 
mountains with waterfalls, cows grazing on lush 
green meadows, with rare but neat houses that do 
not spoil the nature that surrounds them — then 
you definitely need to visit Lauterbrunnen Valley.

Every aspect of this place is incredible. Nature is 
simply breathtaking. And there are plenty of sports 
activities you can do here: hiking, biking, 
paragliding (imagine, you fly over the Swiss lakes 
and Alps!), skydiving, snowboarding, rafting, you 
name it! Also, the 5* Jungfrau Camping is here too!

There are no words to describe this place. You 
have to see it and feel it on your own. Just a few 
places like this are left on Earth, so please let’s 
make some efforts to keep it this way!

https://fluix.io
https://www.myswitzerland.com/en-us/destinations/lauterbrunnen/


Photo Credits: Dmytro KovalenkoPhoto Credits: Dmytro Kovalenko



Photo Credits: Timo Göbel
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The first one is the ‘Gipfelwelt 3000’ 
exhibition at the summit of 
‘Kitzsteinhorn’. The Kitzsteinhorn is a 
mountain in the High Tauern range of 
the Central Eastern Alps in Austria. It is 
part of the Glockner Group and reaches 
a height of 3,203 m (10,509 ft). There is 
a restaurant and a panoramic terrace 
on the roof of the upper station. The 
summit can be easily reached using 
the Glacier Aerial Tramway, including 
the highest cable car pylon in the 
world. The glaciers are still a popular 
ski area, but as a result of climate 
change, the glaciers are shrinking.

All of the photos are from my last great 
vacation in 2018 in the Austrian Alps.

https://www.ludwig-freytag.de/
https://www.kitzsteinhorn.at/en


Photo Credits: Timo Göbel
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Lake at the Kaprun Power Plant at 
1,640 m altitude. One of the most 
popular day trips in Southern Salzburg 
(Austria), takes visitors to the dramatic 
landscape around Kaprun. Two large 
dams and water reservoirs keep a 
water power plant going. The result is 
a very scenic piece of landscape, 
shaped both by man and nature.

Marvellous views during bus and 
diagonal outdoor elevator rides are 
included.

https://www.kaprun.at/en
https://www.ludwig-freytag.de/


Photo Credits: Timo Göbel
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The Großglockner Hochalpenstraße 
Road (‘The Roof of Austria’) is a road 
up to the glacier by the Großglockner, 
which at 3,798 metres is the highest 
mountain of Austria and one of the 
highest in Europe. The road leads cars 
straight up to high alpine terrain. The 
scenery around the road is nothing but 
stunning: high mountains, glaciers and 
bizarre rock formations are 
supplemented with rare flora and fauna.

If you are a car enthusiast, you have to 
drive the winding roads yourself – but 
beware of the marmots that live there!

https://www.ludwig-freytag.de
https://www.ludwig-freytag.de/
https://www.grossglockner.at/gg/en/index


Photo Credits: Shutterstock
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Not even many native Ukrainians know 
that they have a personal Hogwarts 
inside their own country. Harry Potter 
fans will certainly understand me, as 
when you see this picture - you badly 
want to get into this fairy tale yourself! 

It’s located in the Chernivtsi region of 
Ukraine, and yes, it’s rather hard to get 
there but it’s totally worth it - the 
fantastic marble stairs, wooden 
ceilings and endless corridors make 
you feel like a princess in a castle, or a 
young Hogwarts student!

https://www.shutterstock.com/image-photo/aerial-sunset-view-yury-fedkovych-national-1483419638
https://vidviday.ua/blog/en/chernivtsi-university-architecture/


Photo Credits: Maria CurteanuPhoto Credits: Shutterstock

https://www.shutterstock.com/image-photo/three-saints-orthodox-church-national-university-773375092


Photo Credits: Ruslan Mamedov
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This is my picture of my favourite 
destination - the Carpathian mountains 
in Ukraine. This photo was taken on 
Mount Sinyak (1665m) which is 
located not far from the villages of 
Polyanytsya and Tatariv - close to the 
famous Bukovel resort. The trail is 
perfect for inexperienced climbers, so 
really anyone can enjoy it. The views 
are amazing and really worth it!

https://fluix.io
https://rolandia.eu/en/blog/discover-romania/the-carpathian-mountains


Photo Credits: Shutterstock

https://www.shutterstock.com/image-photo/winter-calm-mountain-landscape-shed-mount-58685770


Photo Credits: Dasha Gaioshko
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Madeira is my personal discovery of this year. 
Everyone has heard of surfing, waterfalls, 
tropical forests and beautiful ocean views on 
Bali, but all this can be found in abundance in 
an autonomous region of Portugal off the 
northwest coast of Africa. The sunrise on the 
top of Pico do Arieiro mountain was my most 
memorable experience. For mountaineers, 
this is probably not so unusual, but for a 
common person standing on top of the world 
when just 5 minutes ago you were driving on 
a completely clear road is a mesmerizing 
experience.

I would highly recommend everyone visit 
Madeira sometime. Amazing nature, tasty 
food and good weather are guaranteed.

https://fluix.io
https://www.lonelyplanet.com/articles/madeira-best-island-europe


Photo Credits: Dasha GaioshkoPhoto Credits: Dasha Gaioshko
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My best advice for visiting my hometown 
would be to bypass tourist traps and look 
deeper into the rich history and beauty of 
Dublin beyond its City Centre. Dublin’s 
commuter rail service, called the DART, runs 
along 53 kilometres of electrified railway, 
from the coastal fishing village of Howth to 
the quaint seaside village of Greystones 
(which is actually in County Wicklow).

Not long after the DART leaves Dublin City 
Centre, you’ll see the Poolbeg Chimneys 
(pretty famous in Dublin) and other 
landmarks, before the train winds its way 
around the rugged cliffs of the coastline to 
reveal Killiney Bay - often likened to the Bay 
of Naples in Italy!

Photo Credits: Shutterstock

https://fluix.io
https://www.visitdublin.com/
https://www.shutterstock.com/image-photo/aerial-vico-bathing-place-this-pool-1649257972


Photo Credits: James Cameron
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This is a city that holds a big part of my 
heart. I’ve been visiting pretty regularly for 
almost 15 years, and I spent a little over a 
year living there. If you have the opportunity 
to take a trip with Harbour Air, go for it! You 
can travel scheduled commuter routes, or 
arrange a scenic tour.

I recently did a tour called The Mail Run, 
which follows an old mail route that offers 
great flight time around little harbours in BC, 
as well as a stopover on Salt Spring Island to 
stretch your legs and enjoy a coffee from the 
Salt Spring Coffee Café.

https://fluix.io
https://unsplash.com/photos/Z4Ds3gjM3jo
https://www.lonelyplanet.com/canada/vancouver


Photo Credits: Sergey Smoliarchuk
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On my last trip, I really enjoyed 
Istanbul Sapphire. A very beautiful 
view, which makes it clear how big and 
diverse Istanbul is. Even having risen 
so high, its edges are practically not 
visible in all directions.

https://fluix.io
https://www.lonelyplanet.com/turkey/istanbul


Photo Credits: Shutterstock

https://www.shutterstock.com/image-photo/sea-front-landscape-istanbul-historical-part-502629754


Photo Credits: Shutterstock
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During my life, I’ve had the chance to travel 
around Europe a lot and even visit Australia 
multiple times, however, there is one not-so-
famous place that holds a special spot in my 
heart.

Check out Sankt Anton am Arlberg, a small 
Austrian village in the state of Tyrol, with a 
population of just 2,000 people. Being very 
close to the borders of Switzerland, 
Liechtenstein and Italy, St. Anton is part of 
the Arlberg area of ski resorts. Having 
around 340 km of groomed slopes, roughly 
200 km of free-ride areas and deep snow for 
6 months of the year, it is an amazing ski and 
snowboarding haven.

https://fluix.io
https://www.stantonamarlberg.com/en/home
https://www.shutterstock.com/image-photo/landscape-famous-alpine-village-st-anton-1619638759


Photo Credits: Dmitry Adamyan

Photo Credits: Galzic Verwallstube Restaraunt
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At the same time, located so close to Italy, on 
top of ski resort activities, the southern 
neighbour brings two more things to the 
table - nightlife and cuisine. As an example, 
Verwallstube restaurant located on top of 
Galzigbahn station (which you can only reach 
via ski-lift or skiing down from the top of the 
mountain) was awarded by Gault & Millau as 
one of the top restaurants in Austria. If you’re 
lucky enough, you may meet the chef in the 
main hall, who will make you a special 
Crêpes Suzette dessert himself!

The infrastructure in the village (and around 
the resort) is so family-oriented, that my wife 
and I were able to bring our then four-month-
old daughter with us! If you are looking for an 
amazing winter resort to ski, chill with your 
family and hang out with your friends - now 
you know the perfect place.

http://www.verwallstube.at/en/


Photo Credits: Ann Golovatyuk
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Erawan Waterfall is recognized as one 
of the most beautiful waterfalls in 
Thailand. Located in the Tenasserim 
Hills in Kanchanaburi Province, some 
200 km northwest of Bangkok, Erawan 
has seven separate tiers and is part of 
a national park of the same name. It 
looks so great and peaceful.

https://fluix.io
https://www.thainationalparks.com/erawan-national-park


Photo Credits: Ann Golovatyuk



Photo Credits: Kate Katrachenko
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Myrtos is the most iconic beach in Kefalonia, and often 
listed as one of the best 30 beaches in the World. The 
dramatic limestone cliffs steep down to the bright white 
sand and even brighter blue Ionian Sea. One of the 
most beautiful beaches I’ve ever visited so far! The 
surrounding sediment at Myrtos Beach is generally 
made up of marble material, a metamorphosed 
limestone. The beach is made up of round, white 
cobblestones. The sediment gradually becomes smaller 
as you approach the shoreline. As the slope angle has 
an abrupt drop near the edge of the shoreline, the wave 
energy is very high and causes the gradation trends 
from cobbles to pebbles along the beach. Longshore 
drift, along with wave energy, has shaped the shore. As 
waves curve along the beach, they also pick up the 
finest bits of marble; this creates sediment plumes that 
follow the curve of the beach with the direction of the 
waves, giving the water a shade of turquoise.

https://fluix.io
https://www.kefaloniabyanna.com/myrtos-beach/


Photo Credits: Kate Katrachenko



Photo Credits: Olexander Karpov
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Barcelona is a great city to visit for a 
week, or even a month, especially 
between winter and spring (not that 
many tourists, and the weather is 
relatively warm). Awesome views, 
amazing seafront.

https://fluix.io
https://www.barcelona.com/


Photo Credits: Shutterstock
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Montenegro is an amazing country 
overall. I personally dream of going 
back there. Especially Durmitor - a cool 
National Park with pine trees and a 
lake surrounded by pines and 
mountains 

💙

https://fluix.io
https://www.shutterstock.com/image-photo/famous-piva-canyon-fantastic-reservoir-national-388177303
https://national-parks.org/montenegro/durmitor


Photo Credits: Sergey Tkach
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When someone asks me to tell them about a 
place worth visiting, one of my first thoughts 
is the National Museum of Ukrainian Pottery 
in Opishne (Poltava Region, Ukraine). It has a 
huge open-air collection of weird yet cool 
ceramic artwork, featuring modern and 
national patterns and elements.

What made me fall in love with the place is 
that this ancient craft has made its way 
through the ages, and by observing it you can 
see the connection between generations.

https://fluix.io
https://opishne-museum.gov.ua/
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Another awesome thing about the place is 
the friendly staff of the museum. They have 
cool masterclasses where one can learn 
pottery and painting on crockery, inspired by 
the views of local nature.

The piece of art that impressed me most is 
the cat under the chair. If I could only see 
one thing from this place again, I'd choose 
this cutie.

Here are some links to the articles about the 
museum and people who create this art:

• the museum website:

• from Authentic Ukraine;

• from Ukrainer project;

• another one from previous guys.

https://opishne-museum.gov.ua/
https://opishne-museum.gov.ua/
https://authenticukraine.com.ua/en/blog/opisnanskaa-keramika
https://ukrainer.net/opishne-life-originated-in-clay/
https://ukrainer.net/potters/


Photo Credits: Olga Zakharova
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Altai is a Russian Republic in 
Southern Siberia. It’s a unique place 
on Earth, with thousands of miles of 
wild nature with endless mountains, 
mighty trees, waterfalls, rough rivers, 
lakes with pure water, wild animals, 
and kind people.

https://fluix.io
https://www.visitrussia.com/altai_mountains


Photo Credits: Olga ZakharovaPhoto Credits: Olga Zakharova



Photo Credits: Dasha Gulko
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The main building in the photo is the 
Emirates Palace, one of the most 
iconic hotels in Abu Dhabi, with truly 
royal decor and luxurious facilities. 
While visiting it, somebody 
recommended trying The Golden 
Cappuccino at the lobby cafe. It was 
nothing else but a nice cup of coffee 
sprinkled with real 24-carat gold leaf!

If you look closely, to your left is the 
Qasr Al Watan, it's the presidential 
palace and another landmark in Abu 
Dhabi. To take this photo, I had to go 
up to the 74th floor of another iconic 
hotel called Etihad Towers.

https://fluix.io
https://visitabudhabi.ae/en


Photo Credits: Shutterstock

https://www.shutterstock.com/image-photo/emirates-palace-one-most-expensive-hotel-136022369


Photo Credits: Iuliia Nesterenko
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The photos were taken in June-July 2021 outside the 
village of Yaremche. I stayed there for 1.5 months, 
hiding from the summer heat and enjoying the beautiful 
mountains. The region is amazing, with numerous spots 
for hiking and backpacking for all kinds of tourists - 
solo hikers, families with kids, seniors.

For years, poor infrastructure and poor knowledge of 
English by the majority of guides and locals have been 
making it difficult for foreigners to enjoy the place, but 
now the situation is slowly changing. New roads are 
being built, trails are being marked, hotels are getting 
English-speaking staff, attracting more tourists from 
Europe, mainly from Poland, Hungary and Slovenia. 
While the villages of Ivano-Frankivsk are getting more 
crowded and busier, they still have much to offer to 
those looking for solitude and quiet time - and they are 
always gorgeous and magical 

⛰

https://fluix.io
https://green-ukraine.com/yaremche-center-of-tourism-in-the-carpathians


Photo Credits: Iuliia NesterenkoPhoto Credits: Iuliia Nesterenko



Photo Credits: Esmira Kovalchuk
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While travelling around Italy, I was most 
impressed by Florence. It’s surprising 
since when we think of Italy, we all think 
of Venice or Rome. However, Florence is 
a beautiful place! The city is a great 
combination of gorgeous architecture, 
history in every corner and the 
fascinating nature of Tuscany. Florence 
has amazing secrets to uncover, and the 
best part is that it is a very well-
preserved city, where you will feel as if 
you’ve stepped back in time.

https://fluix.io
https://www.visitflorence.com/


Photo Credits: Shutterstock

https://www.shutterstock.com/image-photo/panoramic-view-florance-landscape-522537760



